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Introduction: Money Astrology & the Planets

Welcome! We’re going to focus on how the planets impact money in
your natal chart and in transit. This will cover the standard set of 10
planets: the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto.

Grab your natal chart and see what applies for you, and then grab an
ephemeris and track your transits to see what money energy you’ve got
going now!

If you’re brand new to predictive astrology and need to learn about transits,
check out the beginner predictive astrology course, Get Started With
Predictive Astrology!
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The Sun & Wealth

The Sun in your natal chart shows who you truly are to those who know
you best. It’s your true self and where you shine. In transit, the Sun shines
a light on whatever it’s touching. How does this impact money?

If your natal Sun is located in the 2nd house (of money), this can mean
money is an important part of your security and being able to feel like
your true self. Financial insecurity likely makes you hold back your true
identity. This can also be true with your Sun conjunct (aligned with)
dwarf planet Ceres, planet of money.

The Sun aspecting your natal 2nd house cusp, 2nd house ruler, or Ceres
can impact money for you, with sextiles and trines (positive aspect)
showing money is helpful and supportive in your life and you can have
what you need easily, while squares and oppositions (challenging
aspects) can show lack and insecurity that needs to be worked on.

In transit, the transit Sun touring your natal 2nd house can shed light on
your financial situation and attitudes, and you may focus on financial
plans or transactions. This happens for about 1 month every year. That
month can bring a lot of attention to money matters in your life.

When the transit Sun is conjunct, sextile, or trine your natal 2nd house
cusp, 2nd house ruler, or natal Ceres, this can bring helpful energy, and
there can be opportunity for improvement.

When the transit Sun is square or opposite your natal 2nd house ruler,
2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres, this may bring challenging energy, and it
can shine a light on difficulties you need to deal with. There may be
blocks or problems that feel out of your control, and this can make you
feel unstable and uncertain.
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These aspects are short-lived (only a few days) so you don’t have to
suffer for long, but you do have to make sure you don’t feel so tied up in
money that you don’t feel like yourself at all.
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The Moon & Wealth

The Moon in your natal chart shows what you need for emotional
stability and security. In transit, the transit Moon brings emotional focus
and attention to whatever it’s touching.

If your natal Moon is located in your 2nd house, this can show that
money is important for you to feel emotionally stable and secure. You
need that financial security to feel good emotionally. Without it, and
you’re likely insecure, easily frustrated and overwhelmed, and having
trouble coping. The Moon ebbs and flows, so you likely have financial
ebbs and flows throughout your life and need to learn how to roll with
them. With the Moon ruling family, this can also show relying on your
family for financial support.

Your emotions may also influence money in your life, so while you need
money for emotional security, you may find that the more emotionally
stable you are, the more money you have access to. They can feed each
other.

The Moon aspecting your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or
natal Ceres can show you experience those ebbs and flows, but with
sextiles and trines, you can go with them more easily, and things tend to
flow your way more. With squares and oppositions, you may feel it flows
away from you or that something blocks the money flow and needs to
be removed.

In transit, the transit Moon touring your natal 2nd house can be a period
where you’re more emotionally focused on your finances. You can make
financial plans, and work on stability. The Moon travels fast, so this only
lasts 2-3 days, but it does come along every month.
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The transit Moon conjunct, sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler,
2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can help you to focus on those financial
decisions, plans, and transactions in a beneficial while, while the transit
Moon square or opposite your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or
natal Ceres show challenges financially. But, Moon aspects usually only
last 4-6 hours, and sometimes hit when you’re asleep and nothing
happens, so you don’t feel these aspects every month.
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Mercury & Wealth

Mercury is the planet of the mind, and in your natal chart, your natal
Mercury can show how you express yourself, use your mental energy,
and what you have a lot of ideas and plans with. In transit, transit
Mercury can bring mental focus, ideas, and plans.

Natal Mercury in your natal 2nd house can show that you’re someone
who is always coming up with financial ideas and plans. You likely get
lots of advice about how to deal with money, make more, invest, and
spend. You may do lots of research before you make important financial
decisions. Sometimes, you may be of two minds when it comes to
money though, and you can change your mind quickly. This can also be
the case with natal Mercury conjunct your natal 2nd house ruler of
Ceres.

Figuring out how to properly express yourself, feel heard and
understood, may be key to having financial stability for you. Being in
tune with your mind can help you get a grip on money.

Natal Mercury sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house
cusp, or natal Ceres can show you have an easier time using your mind
to improve your financial situations, and you can gather information you
need and get good advice. Natal Mercury square or opposite your natal
2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can show your mind can
get in the way sometimes, and you may overthink money matters, lack
financial focus, or change your mind too much. You may need to get
some control over your mind to stabilize your finances.

In transit, transit Mercury touring your natal 2nd house can be a time
when you’re making more financial decisions, putting together more
financial plans, getting more financial advice, and talking over money
matters more often. You may change your mind about a financial
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situation, especially when Mercury is retrograde (appearing to move
backward).

Transit Mercury conjunct, sextile, or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd
house cusp, or natal Ceres can show beneficial energy for financial
decisions, ideas, and plans, and you can be quick on your feet with
money matters. Transit Mercury square or opposite your natal 2nd house
ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can show challenging energy for
financial decisions, ideas, and plans, and you may need to find
information you’re missing or improve your focus.

Transit Mercury usually spends 3-4 weeks in a house each year (except
when retrograde, when it can be 2 months), so you’ll find transit Mercury
in your 2nd house at some point each year for a few weeks. Transit
Mercury aspects last a few days.
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Venus & Wealth

Venus in the natal chart shows your relationships and people in your life,
and has pleasant, easy energy. Transit Venus also brings that pleasant,
easy energy.

Natal Venus in the natal 2nd house can show you have somewhat easy
energy with money, though it can turn to laziness and indulgence
sometimes. It can be easier to have what you need and then some. You
may be more dependent on someone else to have it though (so it can
be a good position for having a business partner). Having financial
security and stability can help you have stable and secure relationships;
at the same time, having stable, secure relationships can also help you
have more financial opportunities. This can also be true with Venus
conjunct your natal 2nd house ruler or natal Ceres, and these can also
be a little lucky to have present.

Natal Venus sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp,
or natal Ceres can bring helpful energy for dealing with money for you,
and you’re far less likely to be lazy, stubborn, indulgent, or selfish with
your finances. Natal Venus square or opposite your natal 2nd house
ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can bring challenging energy for
dealing with money, and you may be extra stubborn, get extra stuck
sometimes, and have to find more motivation to get moving on financial
issues. Pushing yourself to get going can be important.

Transit Venus touring your natal 2nd house can be a time when you have
pleasant financial energy. It can be easier to manage money, get more
money, and you can have less stress around your finances. You may get
help financially from others, and you can benefit from your relationships.
You may splurge more too, so that may need to be controlled. Transit
Venus tours your natal 2nd house about once each year for 1 month
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(unless Venus retrogrades in the 2nd house, which can last a few
months).

Transit Venus conjunct, sextile, or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd
house cusp, or natal Ceres can be excellent for money opportunities,
and you can have some very positive money energy on your side. Transit
Venus square or opposite your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or
natal Ceres can amplify laziness, indulgence, and a lack of control with
money. Venus aspects only last a few days.
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Mars & Wealth

Mars is the planet of energy and drive, so in your natal chart, your natal
Mars shows where you dedicate your energy, how you use it, and what
motivates you to take action. In transit, Mars can bring energy and drive
to whatever it’s touching.

Natal Mars in your natal 2nd house can show you’re someone who is
willing to put in tons of energy to make money, and you can make a lot
of it. But, you can also spend a lot of it, so that has to be learned to
control, otherwise you just burn through everything you get your hands
on. If you can control that, this is a good position to make a lot of money,
but it’ll usually be through your own work. This can also be the case with
natal Mars conjunct your natal 2nd house ruler or natal Ceres.

Natal Mars sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or
natal Ceres can show you can put in the energy and find the motivation
to make more, and have a better ability to control spending and waste.
Natal Mars square or opposite your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house
cusp, or natal Ceres can show you have a hard time controlling where it
goes, keeping track of it, and may seem wasteful at times.

In transit, transit Mars touring your natal 2nd house can be an excellent
period for making more money. You may take on extra work to make it
though, and feel more motivated to do whatever work will make you the
most. Transit Mars tours your natal 2nd house for about 2 months at a
time every 2 years or so (unless it retrogrades in the 2nd house, and then
transit Mars in the 2nd house can last for 6-8 months).

Transit Mars conjunct, sextile, or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd
house cusp, or natal Ceres can bring a great few days to a week where
you’re focused on improving your financial situation and have all of the
energy and drive you need to do it. This can be a good time for financial
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decisions and transactions. Transit Mars square or opposite your natal
2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can make financial
matters more challenging, and you may be frustrated by something and
act impulsively. Impatience must be controlled, and if you can control
yourself, you can turn things around.
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Jupiter & Wealth

Jupiter is the planet of expansion, and in the natal chart, natal Jupiter
can show where you need space and can find opportunities throughout
your life. Jupiter is a little luck, and luck may be on your side. Transit
Jupiter can show where you find opportunities and luck at the moment.

Natal Jupiter in your natal 2nd house can show you’re someone with a
lot of money luck, for the most part. When things go your way, they
REALLY go your way. But, since Jupiter expands, it can also be the
reverse, and when things go bad, they REALLY go bad. It’s just easier to
turn things around when they do go bad for you, as long as you don’t
take advantage of or push your luck. This can also show the potential for
having a lot of money at some point. All of this can also be true if your
natal Jupiter is conjunct your natal 2nd house ruler or natal Ceres.

Natal Jupiter sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp,
or natal Ceres can show you can make your own luck financially, and
pluck just the right financial opportunities. You can turn the tides your
way. Transit Jupiter square or opposite your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd
house cusp, or natal Ceres can show you have to work to avoid being
lazy financially, or lackadaisical about it, or prone to excessive spending.
Motivation and control are needed.

Transit Jupiter touring your natal 2nd house happens for about 1 year
one every 11-12 years, and is considered one of the best financial periods
you have. You can pursue lots of money-making opportunities, and the
chance to improve your financial situation is in your hands. On the
flipside, if money is bad going into it, it may seem worse, but you can
take control and turn it around much faster and easier.

Transit Jupiter conjunct, sextile, or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd
house cusp, or natal Ceres can show great financial opportunities, and
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you can make things happen. This is a great period of about 1-2 weeks
where you can improve money matters. Transit Jupiter square or
opposite your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can
make you lazier with money matters, and you may go overboard with
indulging. If you can find energy, motivation, and discipline, you can turn
the challenging aspects into very positive ones though.
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Saturn & Wealth

Saturn is the planet of limitation and restriction, but also rules your
career and goals. This gives Saturn a direct link to your professional life,
which can in turn impact you financially. But with Saturn being the planet
of limitation and restriction, it may not seem like a good thing. Does
Saturn give wealth, or take it away?

Transit (moving) Saturn tours through the Zodiac in an average of 30
years (28-32). The house where transit Saturn is currently located shows
areas of life where you may have lessons to learn, have to take things
seriously, and have to do the right thing at all times. When you don't, you
get punished, and when you do, you can experience rewards, but
usually after some time has passed.

Aspects by transit Saturn to your natal planets can show areas where
you have to bring that energy, and you may find this easy and have
stability with the easy aspects (sextiles and trines), or find this
challenging and have way more work to do with the hard aspects
(conjunctions, squares, and oppositions).

If transit Saturn is aspecting your 2nd house cusp or ruler (which is the
house of money), this can have an impact on you financially. Sextiles and
trines can show a stable period financially, while conjunctions, squares,
and oppositions can show a time when you have to be really cautious
financially and have a super save, no spend mentality. If you haven't
been wise with your financial decisions, then a hard aspect by transit
Saturn to the 2nd house cusp or ruler can make it worse, and you have
to dig yourself out by doing things the right way at all times financially.

Transit Saturn in your 2nd house is a notorious time for making you feel
like you have less, and you very well may, however it's quite often just a
*feeling* of not having enough, rather than *actually* not having enough.
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This can be strongest at the onset, when Saturn first enters your 2nd
house. This lasts for about 2-3 years, and you have to be very smart with
your financial choices during this time. Once it's over, you can
experience great financial rewards, and this can be one instance in
which Saturn does give wealth (though maybe not super riches!).

In your natal Saturn, Saturn can have influence over your money if
aspecting the 2nd house cusp or ruler, or located in the 2nd house. If
your natal Saturn is sextile or trine your 2nd house cusp or ruler, this can
be helpful for stable financial energy. You may find it's easier for you to
improve your finances as needed and to make solid financial decisions.
You may be someone who always seems to know how to take care of
yourself financially and make productive use of your resources.

If your natal Saturn is square your natal 2nd house cusp or ruler, or
opposite your natal 2nd house ruler, you may find you struggle at times
to have what you need. You may have experienced major financial
issues growing up, and this can lead you to always worry about money,
even if you have plenty of it as an adult. You can make bad financial
decisions when you're not paying close attention and doing lots of
homework, and this can have long-term consequences. At the same
time, you may be miserly and hoard as much as you can. Neither of
these are good options, and you do need to be extra smart and think
long-term with your money, but you also need to find a healthy place
with that, not one of impulse-driven decisions that lead to big problems,
or fear-driven decisions that lead to being a Scrooge.

If your natal Saturn is conjunct your 2nd house ruler or located in your
2nd house, you really have to be Saturn when it comes to your money.
Be smart, make plans, do homework, and always think long-term. You
may struggle with money until your first Saturn Return (around 28-32),
and can get more financially secure with age. This can lead to great
financial security in your golden years (so Saturn can give wealth when
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you're old, in this case). But again, you need to do it right so there's no
punishment. You may also find that what you do to make money is ruled
by Saturn (so perhaps something in politics, the government, where
you're the boss, etc.), and this can lead Saturn to give wealth down the
line.
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Uranus & Wealth

Uranus is the planet of the sudden and unexpected, ruling change. In
your natal chart, Uranus shows where you need things to be different,
and where you may experience change throughout your life. It's the
place you can get bored easily without something fresh and exciting.

In transit, Uranus brings changes to your life. Under easy aspects
(sextiles and trines), this can be beneficial and enjoyable, and you might
create the changes yourself. Under hard aspects (conjunctions, squares,
and oppositions), the changes may be more challenging, and you either
experience changes you don't want or want change you can't have.
Flexibility is required under the hard aspects.

In the natal chart, Uranus in your 2nd house (of money) can show you
make money in spurts (a "regular job" may not be for you), and it can
show experiencing financial highs and lows. This means wealth may be
something that comes to you all of a sudden, all at once, and
unexpectedly.

You may see this with Uranus conjunct (aligned with) your 2nd house
ruler as well (the natural planetary ruler of the sign on the 2nd house
cusp). Uranus at odds with your 2nd house ruler (square or opposite)
may show financial difficulties that come out of the blue, and there's a
need to be financially smart and avoid being impulsive. Uranus at a
beneficial aspect (sextile or trine) your natal 2nd house ruler can show
you can roll with any changes and be inventive with how you
make/manage money.

When transit Uranus is touring your natal 2nd house, this can bring
change to your financial life. You might make money in new ways, take a
different approach to managing money, and it can dry up fast and
become abundant just as fast. Making some change does become
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important to try and get a handle on it. You may also see this with
Uranus conjunct your natal 2nd house ruler.

Transit Uranus sextile/trine your natal 2nd house ruler can be an
excellent time for making financial changes that are of benefit for you.
Transit Uranus square/opposite your 2nd house ruler can bring about
financial changes you're not happy with and a need for greater flexibility,
or you may be more impulsive and need to get some self-control and
do your homework first before doing anything.
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Neptune & Wealth

Natal Neptune in the 2nd house can show you might make money
through Neptune, so working on spirituality or the arts, or helping others
or in the medical field. You can have great money instincts when you
know how to listen to them.

But, Neptune is the foggy planet, so you often may feel like you don't
have all of the information you need when you make financial decisions.
That makes honing your intuition important for your financial stability.

On the upside, you can be highly charitable, and use your money to help
others. On the downside, you may be more likely to feel like you don't
ever have enough until your intuition is honed.

Neptune in aspect to your natal Venus or Ceres can help or challenge
you financially. Sextile or trine, the beneficial aspects, and your intuition
can be strong and you feel less fogginess in your decision-making.
Square or opposite, the challenging aspects, and you may feel you have
to work a lot harder to keep your handle on money and stay more
grounded otherwise you make bad financial decisions.

Neptune conjunct your natal Venus or Ceres, or your 2nd house ruler,
can show Neptune is hugely influential in your finances. Making money
in a Neptune way is likely the way to go for you, while also strengthening
intuition and holding firm to boundaries.

Neptune in the 8th house or aspecting your natal Pluto can show this
impacting the money you have with other people. You may need to
work harder at maintaining proper boundaries with them, otherwise you
may take over them financially or they may take over you. The line can
blur very easily.
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Boundaries in general can be difficult to maintain with Neptune in the
2nd or 8th houses, aspecting your natal Venus or Ceres, or aspecting
your natal 2nd house ruler (especially conjunct, square, opposite). It's
easier for you to get taken advantage of, and you need to learn how to
say no to people (even family).

Transit (moving) Neptune in your natal 2nd or 8th houses or aspecting
your natal Venus, Ceres, or 2nd house ruler can put this energy in play,
but only temporarily.
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Pluto & Wealth

Pluto is the planet of power, passion, and transformation, and in the natal
chart, can show where you need to take control, find personal power,
and transform. In transit, Pluto can show where you need to do this at
the moment.

Natal Pluto in your natal 2nd house can show that money may be a
source of power struggles and control issues for you. You may have had
to fight over money in your young years, didn’t have enough, and
struggled quite a bit. There is likely a transformation involved, either with
money specifically or in some way that impacts it indirectly, and once
you get through that transformation, then you can get control. Find
personal power and that can help bring more money to you. Channel
your passion into something productive and positive, and you can attain
massive wealth. This can also be true with natal Pluto conjunct your
natal 2nd house ruler or natal Ceres.

Natal Pluto sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or
natal Ceres can show you have an easier time finding your power and
taking control financially, and don’t have to struggle so much. You can be
seen as powerful financially. Natal Pluto square or opposite your natal
2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can show your power
and control issues may be bigger, and the transformation required may
be more important.

Transit Pluto touring your natal 2nd house doesn’t happen for everyone
(it depends on where Pluto was when you were born since it moves so
slow). Pluto in the 2nd house can be slightly traumatic and dramatic
since it likes to strip money away from us if we’re not using money the
right way, don’t have the right attitude about money, are making it in
nefarious ways, or if we’re relying on it too heavily for our sense of self.
Pluto will burn it all down and make you start over. It’s best to take
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control of the transformation and work on being better with money
overall on your own before it even hits so you can avoid the trauma and
drama. This tour can last for 10-20 years.

Transit Pluto sextile or trine your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp,
or natal Ceres can be an excellent period for having more financial
power and control, and you can feel way more confident about your
finances and financial abilities. Transit Pluto conjunct, square, or opposite
your natal 2nd house ruler, 2nd house cusp, or natal Ceres can be a
period of power struggles and control issues, and a transformation is
required in some way. But, if you can transform for the better, you can
unlock massive opportunities for wealth that last for years.
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